TILTING POINT CASE STUDY

FROM COURSE CORRECTION TO
HOME RUN: HOW TILTING POINT
PINPOINTED ITS AUDIENCE

"

Crew Events have proven to be one of the most popular
things we’ve added to the game. Average session length
increased by more than 10 percent.
Dennis Heizmann, Game Manager at Tilting Point
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INTRODUCTION
No game designer will tell you their favorite phase is throwing
noodles against the wall. But, in the absence of a mind-reading
device to discern what players really want deep down, trial and
error were unfortunately an inevitable aspect of game design and
development for years. Perfectly good new games and mechanics
would launch with hardly a blip in engagement or ARPDAU—
expensive miss after miss.
Then came Solsten’s new AI-fueled player psychology platform,
which provides an in-depth player assessment survey diving into
their core psychological traits, motivations, and wants. Game
companies could now incentivize players to take the assessment
and help build the collective trove of player insights. Processing
these insights through Solsten’s Traits platform powerful artiﬁcial
intelligence, game companies could ﬁnally see what players
would respond to and love. They could see it better than players
could possibly even voice it themselves.
And Tilting Point was keen to listen. Their casual puzzle game
Languinis enjoyed a solid customer base, but they were looking to
launch a new game event that would lift engagement and sales
even further. They had a working theory—a competitive event with
leaderboards. It would be monetized through “entry tickets,” and
the key motivator was a good placement in the leaderboard.
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Interested in testing that theory, they partnered with Solsten to
examine their audience more closely–and they were surprised by
what they found.

COLLABORATION BEATS
COMPETITION.
Among Languini players’ top psychological motivators: altruism,
friendship, and interpersonal relationships. In fact, their ratings for
these traits were off the charts.
It suggested to Tilting Point that perhaps their players would
actually prefer to collaborate with others and be altruistic rather
than pitting them against one another in competition for
leaderboard status.

Key outcome
Tilting Point added a feature based
on their audience’s high altruism
scores. The metrics positively
reﬂected this alignment with their
player’s psychology.
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So, they changed the plan and, instead, created Crew Events.
Instead of establishing a leaderboard of solo players, Crew Events
put players into teams so they could compete cooperatively.
The gamers would share rewards amongst the team when they
achieved goals like solving puzzles on the ﬁrst try. And, Tilting
Point added a feature based on their audience’s high altruism
scores. Players could now thank fellow team members, who would
receive a medal for every thank-you received. Those who
collected enough medals would receive another small reward as a
cherry on top of their success.
The game now motivated collaboration and altruism to an extent
that aligned exactly with its players’ psychology. And, the metrics
reﬂected exactly that.

“Crew Events have proven to be one of the most
popular things we’ve added to the game,” says
Dennis Heizmann, Game Manager at Tilting
Point. “Average session length increased by
more than 10 percent after introducing the
feature, and over 80 percent of our users
regularly engage with the altruistic badge
mechanic.”
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AUDIENCE DATA

TRAITS

AUDIENCE INSIGHT

BUILD THE BEST
EXPERIENCE

They realized that you don’t need a crystal ball to anticipate what
players will respond to well. You just need really great technology
like Traits to do it for you.

Key outcome
Traits guided Tilting Point to create
an experience where players felt like
it was made for them.

“The people who participated in the Crew
Events left the game thinking, ‘That felt great
and felt like it was for me.’ Which translates to,
‘I’m going to play Languini’s again,” says Bastian
Bergmann, co-founder of Solsten.
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ONE PLATFORM TO
UNDERSTAND ANY AUDIENCE—
NOW OR IN THE FUTURE.
Tilting Point leaned on Solsten to derive fresh insight about an
existing audience for a live game, but any game or brand can use
this powerful platform, as well as its sibling platform, Navigator,
the insight tool to engage with untapped audiences. In fact, the
entire suite of Solsten solutions are here to help brands know
what their audiences will respond to best—and build the
experiences they want.
Psychology is the bridge. Technology is the vehicle. Learn how you
can get to know your audiences from the inside out with Solsten.

Contact us
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Breaking ground as the most powerful
tool for truly understanding your players
through deep psychological insights

www.getsolsten.com
Contact us

